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Dear Readers,
The more stories we hear and thus tell, the
brighter the light at the end of the tunnel becomes.
Through success, trial and opposition, we have seen our
friends prevail and we’ve learned that the only common
denominator in failure, is the individual’s negative mindset.
This publication exists to motivate, encourage and
challenge the next wave of entrepreneurial triumph. And
one year into our publication, this evidence still holds true.
The journey can be lonely, but there is something
motivating about a community of entrepreneurs and
the restlessness of the environment. Each individual is
striving for their own goals, but it’s not done in the dark.
This community allows for the driving dialogue toward
production and success.
The longer we do this, the more we experience
just how tight-knit and collaborative entrepreneurs are.
There is a tangible willingness to help each other out. Our
growing network of support understands Rivi’s mission
and wants to propel us forward simply because we’re
striving for the same goal of innovation in information.
We are grateful for your dedication. Enjoy the read!

Ted Singley
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A Moo[t] Point
By Elise Kimball

In 2004, a brother-sister team made it their quest
to create the best plant-based burger on earth.

After 12 years of trial, error, expansion and pilots in
various cities (including their base, St. Louis), Jody
and Todd’s self-funded project, Hungry Planet, is
now a worldwide movement to improve the way we
eat.
Why? One reason is because one calorie of
conventional meat requires 10 times the amount of
water to produce as one calorie of plant protein.
“According to the largest food company on the
planet, Nestle, if other countries were to eat the
same amount [of meat] as we do, the world would
have run out of fresh water in 1994,” Todd noted as
he rattled oﬀ statistics.
Planting their company in the Midwest was a
bold, intentional decision. The Boymans knew that
this would keep them focused on the real problem:
saving our resources by creating truly delicious meat
alternatives. On the coast, they could have been
seduced to create the best veggie burger for vegans
and vegetarians - but their market is primarily the
95% who are omnivores and carnivores. They did not
want to capitalize on one community’s preferences,
but change the way that everyone eats for the
world’s future.
Of course they have had push-back. As
people in the Cattleman’s Association see Hungry
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Planet grow, they also see a threat to their future
livelihood. The government in Missouri recently
passed labeling laws for plant-based meats, claiming
that customers may be confused about what is plantbased meat and what is conventional meat. “If there
is any confusion,” Jody said, “it isn’t on the label, it is
at first bite!”
Hungry Planet burgers are served locally all
over Santa Barbara, but if you want to try Hungry
Planet’s other plant-based meats (including chicken,
pork, Italian sausage and crab), the Santa Barbara
School District cafeterias might be your best bet.
Thanks to Hungry Planet’s philanthropic arm, they
were able to provide public schools in the Santa
Barbara area with 1 million meals last year. And the
kids love it.
“You don’t fundamentally change [our excessive
meat consumption] by lecturing people. You change
it by giving them a great alternative that is not a
sacrifice, just a switch.” The Boymans realize that, if
they really want to change the world, it is important
to support changing the food choices of the youth in
America, even if that requires subsidizing the food
through their Hungry Planet Philanthropy Project.

LAUNCHIMPACT.COM
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The Luggage
Less Traveled
by Rachael Quisel

Our stuﬀ is like
a safety blanket.
It’s time we realize
that we don’t need it.

8
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“It’s not about retreating when I encounter a challenge,
it’s about finding a path around it,” Stefanie Nissen said
in regards to her innovative venture, Trvl Porter.
Her company is dedicated to eliminating luggage by lending a prestyled wardrobe delivered to your destination. Two years prior to the
company’s inception, an overstuﬀed suitcase caused a misstep up a
flight of stairs. Stefanie’s suitcase came tumbling down on her resulting
in a sprained ankle.
While also treading in the wake of the dissolution of her
first startup, Stefanie dealt with lost luggage on her next journey.
The idea of showing up to your hotel with a personalized selection
of clothing and accessories based on your personal fit, style and
trip itinerary seemed like the revolutionary solution to so many
travelers’ problems!
Given her background in the fashion industry, Stefanie
approached big brands and retailers, explaining her avantgarde outlook on how to experience fashion as a convenience
through travel rather than traditional methods of packing
your own items. No one had ever done what she proposed
and like countless innovators before her, she was met with
skepticism from industry giants.
Knowing nothing could grow in the dark,
Stefanie sought out experts to help her with elements
of the business she was less experienced in. She
recruited an accomplished board and hired a gifted
technology developer, Barbara Bickham, as CTO. Together they
created a seamless system capable of connecting clients with their
perfect travel wardrobe – no matter the occasion or US location. The
technology will even make outfit recommendations for your next trip!
Stefanie’s sustainable paradigm is a rare trait for a
fashion CEO, and Trvl Porter is unique in that it gives you the option
to rent before you buy. “Why do we carry so much stuﬀ when we
travel?” Stefanie asked. “Our stuﬀ is like a safety blanket. It’s time we
realize that we don’t need it.” When asked what the next phase in
travel and fashion might be, she answered, “Save time, save money
and travel with freedom by renting a travel wardrobe.”
Trvl Porter celebrated their incorporation last April.
They recently launched their streamlined, online platform and it
embodies their values of ease, innovation and personalized service.
Stefanie plans to continue driving her business forward with fearless
determination.
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Not Your
Average BBQ
by Wilson Knapp

When Tyler Wilson and his
cousin Joseph Pitruzzelli
started Wurstkuche,
they didn’t know
anything about
sausages.

They also didn’t know anything about starting a
restaurant, but they committed to the idea that they
were going to do sausages better than anyone in the
business.
At a young age, Tyler could be found selling
oranges from his grandfather’s ranch. In High School,
he started his first company renting and selling
margarita machines around town. When it came
time for college, Tyler attended USC as a swimmer,
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but naturally had his sights set on the university’s
business school. However, his grades didn’t make
the cut, so he hustled his way through the minor
business courses and left USC without a degree.
Wurstkuche, German for “sausage kitchen,”
is Tyler’s restaurant chain that serves 22 varieties
of sausages, Belgian fries, and an array of German
and Belgian beers. In classic Hofbrauhaus style,
Wurstkuche sets its dining area with communal

tables and removes distractions like televisions.
Patrons are encouraged to escape technology and
socialize with friends and the community. And at a
time when restaurants were closing left and right,
Wurstkuche thrived and even opened a second
location.
Tyler didn’t know what Wurstkuche would
become. He just knew he wanted to sell beer and
sausages. You can’t be stuck on a set path as an

entrepreneur; “You need to be ready to change
what’s not working and take what is working and
make it better.”
For Wurstkuche, the original concept was a
half bar, half sausage shop that had local beers and a
few sausages, but it constantly adapted and changed
until it found its niche. From expecting the sale of 50
sausages a day to now selling 1,000 sausages a night,
Wurstkuche has indeed become a success.

LAUNCHIMPACT.COM
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GAVE
By Rachael Quisel

give it to ya

With entrepreneurship comes rejection and Carlos knew it well. When
asked how he knew he’d succeed in the midst of serial failure he said,
“I’ll be honest, I didn’t. I didn’t know what the hell I was doing.”

In 2015, during his senior year at Loyola
Marymount University, Carlos Soto knew exactly
two things about tequila. First, it tasted like liquid
gold and, second, that he wanted to create a
business selling it in the US. Now, he’s the owner of
Nosotros Tequila, a small-batch, artisan and socially
responsible tequila.
His professor, Paul Orfalea, gave Carlos
and his classmates a key nugget of entrepreneurial
advice. It was to act as if they knew what they were
doing, even when they didn’t - especially when they
didn’t.
Carlos took this advice to heart. Upon
graduation, he flew to Guadalajara, Mexico, the
birthplace of tequila, with the intention of convincing
generations-old tequila families to make tequila with
him for export in the US.
Each time a distillery turned down his oﬀer,

Carlos would thank them for their consideration and
leave. “There was some laughter followed by a lot of
no’s,” Soto said, “But the next morning, I would get
up and do it again.”
Finally, one distillery, the Destiladora del
Valle de Tequila, took a chance on the newcomer. All
heroes need a spirit guide, and Carlos found his in
the form of Augustine Sanchez. Sanchez, the Master
Distiller at Destiladora, had once worked with the
Tequila Siete Leguas distillery, known for producing
the ‘original’ Patron Tequila brand.
When asked if it was typical for distilleries
to provide their business partners with a mentor,
Carlos replied, “No, but they said, this young buck
could use some help, and they were right.” Sanchez
shared his decades old trade secrets which inspired
Carlos to break away from the traditional process by
creating something unheard of in the tequila market:
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a blend. It would ultimately become his Tequila
Blanco.
The Destiladora asked for the manufacturing
costs up front. Now he needed to sell enough to
earn back the costs and keep the lights on in his
oﬃce. Yes, his oﬃce. “I didn’t have an apartment, I
slept on a couch in my oﬃce,” Carlos said.
He pitched his new product to American
buyers, but nobody knew who Nosotros Tequila was
and callbacks were infrequent. He consulted with a
marketing specialist, held late night brainstorming
sessions with his small team and even brought in
a sales manager, but none of these things gained
much traction. To say it’s hard for a first time
entrepreneur to make it in a pay to play industry is
an understatement. With a failure rate above 90%,
it’s nearly impossible.
“We were facing all these walls. I would
wake up at night and wonder, am I doing the right
thing here?” Carlos consulted with his CFO and CoFounder, Michael Arbanas. They decided to submit
their renegade blend in the 2017 San Francisco
World Spirit Competition. “We barely covered the
costs to ship the tequila. I was so broke, I couldn’t go
myself.”
But it didn’t matter, his Blanco was good
enough to stand on its own. Beating the odds, it
scored higher than some of the biggest names in
the industry and ended up taking the double gold

award. “[Receiving the double gold] was like winning
an Oscar. Buyers began returning our calls after
that.”
In true Cinderella fashion, Nosotros Tequila
grew from a single client, Bacari PDR, to more than
seventy in the span of a year. You can now find
Nosotros Tequilas, both their Blanco and Reposado
blends, on the shelves of every BevMo and Trader
Joe’s across California. It’s also served table-side
at Wine Cask, Test Pilot, Sama Sama Kitchen, Casa
Blanca, Good Lion and other Santa Barbara local
favorites.
There’s one more thing Carlos won in that
contest, an American visa. “I’m a native Costa Rican.
I knew my time in the US would be limited. I wanted
to stay, so I had to figure something out.” The E2 visa
allows foreign entrepreneurs a chance to stay in the
United States as long as their business creates jobs
for Americans.
“Nosotros has been in business for just
under two years and we already have four full time
employees,” he said as his good-natured grin lit up
the room. Carlos left with, “If you’re going to work
hard, you might as well work for yourself - who
knows, you could just make it.”
Nosotros is releasing their signature take
on Mezcal this summer and their Seed B round will
open this September.

[Receiving the double gold]
was like winning an Oscar.
Buyers began returning
our calls after that.
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Located in the heart of Downtown, Bibi Ji offers a modern Indian cuisine accompanied by a full natural wine list
and retail wine selection. Bibi Ji procures their produce from local farmers and seafood is sourced from local
diver Stephanie Mutz and other fisherman in the area. With vegan friendly options, plenty of vegetarian fare,
and gluten free offerings, their menu has something for everyone.
(805) 560- 6845 l 734 State Street l Santa Barbara l B I B I J I S B . C O M

@bibijisb
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DONUT

Tell Me I Can’t
By Erin Erickson

In life we pivot — like a dough hook in a mixer or a banker ‘churning’ into a baker. Having
little training in the kitchen John said, “My first batch confirmed how much I needed to
learn.” With a heap of research and a dash of dedication, former mortgage banker, John
Burnett was able to rise to the title of successful baker.
He followed every gourmet donut shop on social
media, purchased a handful of donut making books
and continued to stay updated on all the donut
trends. “I finally understood what they meant by
elastic, smooth, slightly tacky dough,” John said after
attending his first gourmet donut making class. It was
a breakthrough.
A nonlinear path seems to be a common
ingredient for homemade businessmen. EMT, Banker,
Baker: John Burnett constantly sought fulfilment in
his work and finally found it in culinary confections.
Nearly four years ago he and his wife, Denisse were
taking a road trip to the Bay, and when John was
craving some quality food he was disappointed by
the limited, mediocre options.
John and Denisse - who is also a successful
private chef - tossed around the idea of opening a
restaurant with high quality grab-and-go breakfast
food, but neither of them were keen on entering
the bustle of the restaurant business. “What about
donuts?” John thought. “There are no incredible
donuts in this town!” he said, referring to Santa
Barbara.
With experience under his belt and courage
propelling him forward, John opened Hook & Press;
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Santa Barbara’s first gourmet donut shop. The word
gourmet is often overused, but John is redefining it
with his unique creations and his dedication to the
flavors of the season.
John uses fresh, local ingredients and
rotates his distinct flavors monthly to keep things
exciting. When figs are in, black figs, crushed
pistachios and farmer’s market honey will grace your
donut. For strawberry season, you can indulge in
the Hook & Press version of a strawberry matcha
donut. And for when the temperature dips into the
60’s, an apple pie donut with fresh apple pie filling
and a touch of crumble on top. John also mentioned
they’re working hard in the test kitchen to perfect
your favorite gluten free and vegan options!
Hook & Press is serving their regulars at
Mosaic Locale as well as catering local, group events.
John is truly living out the quote that motivates him
most: “Action is the antidote to fear.” These words
were John’s inspiration to step out into the unknown
almost four years ago and they continue to motivate
him today as he tests the limits of the culinary world.
Prepare your taste buds - it’s dough time.

I finally understood
what they meant
by elastic, smooth,
slightly tacky
dough.
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THESE ARE THE
DRONES YOU’RE
LOOKING FOR
By Rachael Quisel

Matt Pickett reminisced over his early mornings fly fishing with his son in
British Columbia’s pristine wilderness. It is his peaceful escape from the
stresses and distractions of daily life. “It took some convincing, but I finally
got him to put down his phone and come outdoors. Once he’s out here, he
remembers how much he likes it,” Matt said about his son.
Matt is a big believer in the power of time
spent in nature. He believes it can ground and
center people in a way that technology can’t. What
technology can do, however, is help protect it. That’s
why he opted to sidestep retirement for a second
career as an entrepreneur, or as some might say, a
dronepreneur.
In 2016, he and his partner, Brian Taggart,
founded Oceans Unmanned (OU), a nonprofit that
harnesses the power of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), commonly known as drones, to protect
ocean and coastal marine environments. You could
say environmental protection is a Pickett family
tradition. He, his dad and his brother enjoyed long
careers with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and his youngest brother is
in the US Coast Guard.
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After twenty years flying manned aircraft
for a variety of environmental research projects
Matt admitted, “I was skeptical of drones at first.”
He went on to explain that he wasn’t convinced
of their potential until he learned more about the
rapid rate at which UAV technology was advancing.
“Sophisticated drones can access places that
manned aircraft just can’t. Plus, you can launch them
from anywhere, which greatly reduces the cost of
research expeditions.”
He knew that the low cost that comes with
rapidly developing technology combined with the
need for access to hard to reach places would put
UAVs at the forefront of environmental protection.
Which is why, when he entered the space, he was
surprised to find that there were practically no
organizations at the intersection of conservation

We’re a diﬀerent kind of startup.
We’re constantly putting ourselves out of business.

and drone technology. Being early adopters, he and
his team are trailblazing the industry by creating
standards and launching programs for budding
organizations to build upon.
“We’re a diﬀerent kind of Startup. We’re
constantly putting ourselves out of business.” Matt
said that the way it works is, an organization will reach
out and ask if OU can help them with a problem.
OU creates a solution, teaches the organization
how to do it in-house, assists them as they become
self-suﬃcient, and move on to the next project.
“We’re building a toolbox for the next generation of
conservationists and dronepreuners so they don’t
have to start from scratch, like we did.”
Their initiatives include freeFLY, which aims
to save the lives of whales entangled in fishing gear
and ECO-Drone, an educational outreach program
that teaches UAV operators how to minimize drone
disturbance to wildlife species and habitats.
OU doesn’t limit themselves to marine
research. They’re currently partnering with
Oregon State University in their nested murrelets
conservation eﬀort in Oregon’s old growth forest.

The trees can grow up to 250 feet tall, which is a
much more appealing height for a drone to climb
than a man.
Though OU has had a relatively smooth
launch and growth phase there will almost certainly
be obstacles down the road. “I think the evolution
of UAV technology could easily outpace regulations
and societal approval, which could be a huge problem
down the line.” Matt hopes the next generation of
researchers, including his daughter, who studies
ocean and mechanical engineering at MIT, will be
prepared to face these, and other challenges.
“My hope is that, by creating these ground
breaking tools, she and other young scientists will
be equipped to solve some of our planet’s biggest
environmental challenges.” It’s a lot to put on the
next generation’s shoulders but maybe, if there’s still
a wilderness for them to escape to and decompress
in, they’ll be able to handle it. Matt said that
nature deficit disorder is on the rise. Fortunately,
ecologically friendly drone use and environmental
conservation programs are, too.
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We're here
to serve you.

BUILD
BETTER

It's a simple mindset that is at
the core of our business. Our team
is available to do anything we can to
make your time in your new home as
comfortable and enjoyable as possible.
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GOURMET FOOD DELIVERY SERVICE
All of our food will be prepared in house and delivered to you with
care. We are excited to bring this special service to Santa Barbara.
Register online through December 1 to get half off your first order.
DELIVERYSB.COM
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BUSINESS:

Sometimes it’s Like
Pulling Teeth
By Elise Kimball

After quadrupling his San Diego dental practice in 8 years, Bill Kimball
became the go-to guy for dental business advice. While friends, colleagues
and old classmates knew the medical ins and outs of dentistry, no one
taught dentists how to be business savvy. But Bill had a knack for it.
In 1995, with three young children and an amazingly understanding
wife, Bill took a big step. He left his thriving dental practice and
created a business of his own: Kimball Consulting Inc.
What exactly is Dental Consulting? Dr. Kimball is hired
by a dentist to go in and “fix” the practice. “It’s almost always
about communication. People are frustrated. Numbers are
down.” Bill sees teams through transitions, financial tracking,
advertising, branding and more.
“I have more fun and enjoy more financial success when I stop trying
to get what I want and help others get what they want,” Bill said. Kimball
Consulting Inc. has served over 45 clients in Santa Barbara county alone,
not to mention the 700+ across the rest of California and the nation.
It took Bill a few years to narrow down his focus to central California.
At first, he flew across the states to lecture at conventions and consult in
oﬃces. “As an entrepreneur, I regret not narrowing it down sooner. I could
have spent more time with my family, and I think the business would have
grown faster and stronger if I had kept it more local.”
In 2010, Bill saw the opportunity to create a brokerage that could serve the
specific needs of dentists. He received his brokerage license and founded
his second business: Integrity Practice Sales.
When this endeavor expanded, Bill remained focused on
California. Integrity Practice Sales now has 9 agents across the state
buying and selling practices, and they have over 60 listings statewide. His
son is the Marketing Director.
At 58, Bill can’t see himself retiring anytime soon. He loves
helping people and he loves his work. Though he’s now trying to work less,
Bill still entertains his entrepreneurial visions.
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I have more fun and enjoy more
financial success when I stop
trying to get what I want and
help others get what they want.
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SUBSCRIBE
to STORY
The debate remains for the oﬃcial label
of this generation. Should it be coined as
“the giving generation” or “generation me?”
By Erin Erickson
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As the discussion continues, observation confirms
the notion that millennials are so deeply subscribed
to themselves. They sign on for stylist subscriptions,
boxes full of makeup products, subscriptions for
faster shipping and binge watching. Granted a
valuable factor is convenience, one may argue,
if it’s not a necessity, what’s the point? Is there a
subscription out there that caters to the “me-culture”
while also making a diﬀerence?
Enter Causebox: in the category of discovery
box subscriptions, it is a box that oﬀers seasonal
shipments to your door with dozens of products
adding up to a $300 + value and only costs the
subscriber $50 per quarter. Each item in the box
supports the artisans that had a hand in making the
product or supports a company whose mission is
firstly social impact.

The journey started with Matt Richardson
and his friend Brett McCollum; college buddies
constantly looking for the next business endeavor.
They founded Gramr Gratitude Co. as a movement
in positivity by crafting unique thank you cards that
encouraged more handwritten notes.
During that time, Gramr was included in a
subscription box. There, Matt and Brett realized how
little recognition participating companies received
through discovery boxes. Subscribers received
new products, but didn’t take action in following
or supporting the product outside of their box
subscription.
After being in the social impact space for over
four years, the Causebox team realized the key to
it all is storytelling. Consumers want to know the
impact they’re making. “For example, there’s an
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artisan co-op that we’ve been able to see go from
about 3 women to 67 - just with a year of Causebox
projects,” Matt said. The Causebox blog presents
the stories of their artisans and highlights each
avenue of impact for their subscribers to follow
and see the diﬀerence they are making.

We have a lot of thoughts about
what we can do as we develop
a platform for social good . . . so
there may be a point we cap our
membership to refocus our attention
on developing content.
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Having only worked for one person in his life - at
a restaurant bussing tables while building his window
washing business - Matt is not afraid to explore, risk
and pivot in his endeavors. The future of Causebox
is bright, but also not set on a single trajectory.
As a certified B Corp, Causebox has successfully
achieved the double bottom line. They are able to
source more products, improve the quality of life for
their artisans and continue to tell their stories.
“We have a lot of thoughts about what we can
do as we develop a platform for social good,” Matt
said. “We don’t aspire to be a billion-dollar company,
so there may be a point we cap our membership
to refocus our attention on developing content.”
Whatever the future holds, it’s safe to say, Causebox
will continue raising the bar.
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UP ON
B OA R D
Alec picked up the phone with his “naive
optimism” and started making calls. “I
guess I’ve never been afraid of getting told
no,” he said. His fearlessness led him to a
load of success – quite literally, a truckload
of billboards being delivered to his door.
This was the beginning of Rareform.
by Erin Erickson
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Whether the motivation was to become
“greener” or simply to create, Alec Avedissian found
a way to do both after adventuring to South and
Central America following the financial crisis in
2008, which had left him jobless. During his time in
El Salvador, Alec noticed locals using old billboards
as roofing material. Fascinated by the idea, he filed it
away until he could really make something of it.
Back in the States, Alec purchased a single
billboard online for a steep $100. He cut it up and
pieced it together with the help of his local auto
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upholstery expert - the only person he could think
of with a sewing machine. The process showed him
that there wouldn’t be a sustainable business if
he couldn’t control the supply, and that’s when he
picked up the phone.
Operations scaled from one man and one
billboard to a 40-foot truckload of billboards and an
attic space above a boxing gym in Santa Monica. Six
months after launch and surf bags in hand, Alec and
his brother Aric attended the Surf Expo in Orlando.
“It was really our first time showing oﬀ the product

and our booth was full the entire time.” That’s where
they realized they could turn this side hustle into
something big.
The brothers built partnerships with
manufacturers in the Ventura area, which they
quickly outgrew. Today Rareform is operating out
of a warehouse in Agoura Hills, California with 14
employees and six international manufacturers.
There are over 300,000 billboards in the
US and the average ad campaign lasts about 4 to 8
weeks. Even if math isn’t your strong suit, it’s safe to

say there is a ridiculous amount of seemingly useless
material heading to the landfill - and that’s just in
advertising!
Rareform acquires billboards domestically,
cuts them to size in the warehouse and then ships
them to their manufacturers to complete production.
Then the manufacturers return the finished product
to the Rareform warehouse where each piece is
photographed, posted to the site and customer
orders are fulfilled. “If we wanted to make it easy, we
wouldn’t use recycled material,” Alec said.
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Each Rareform product is perfectly unique just like their patrons. “We only show 50 products at
a time or else it becomes too overwhelming for our
customers,” Communications Director, Kara Morin
said as she sifted through the immense variety of
Rareform patterns. When no two products are
the same, this business runs the risk of ‘purchase
paralysis.’
When the business took oﬀ in 2014, Rareform
was running 70% retail and 30% online. Today, it’s the
exact opposite. Online, shoppers can choose from
surf bags, four diﬀerent types of backpacks (soon to
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be five), duﬀels, wallets, laptop sleeves, the list goes
on...I can feel like paralysis setting in.
On a final note Alec expressed, “The mission
of our brand is to inspire people - to be bold and
creative with design. We want to create something
with a story and hope it stands the test of time.”

We only show 50 products at
a time or else it becomes too
overwhelming for our customers.
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AN LA

neighborhood
STORY

The Arts District Then & Now
Union Cowork expands to LA
by Erin Erickson
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The Los Angeles Arts District is a story of
fortitude. A lifetime ago stood a vineyard - once
the largest producer of wine in all of California. By
the end of the 18th Century, industry had gained
momentum and the district housed the Western
epicenter for produce distribution. And home to
three transnational railways, there was a constant
buzz of production.
As industry sprawled, the buzz began to fade.
The densely situated plots discouraged expansion
and forced corporations to seek land elsewhere.
The hive of commerce dried out into a hollow shell.
The neighborhood was left in the periphery as the
rest of LA swarmed. When vacancies became few
and far between in the new metropolis, the decaying
district gained wandering eyes.
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Though not legal, regulated or maintained,
artists began renting the empty cells of what once
was, to work and to live. They hid from the occasional
inspector and lived minimally to pursue their craft.
When the district was once again recognized, the
artist-in-residence ordinance was passed, which
allowed the individuals to live in their studios without
fear of the law.
The following decades left tumultuous scars
from a booming 80’s art scene, a cocaine epidemic,
the shadow of an intersection of 11 major freeways
and a final blow during the economic downturn in the
early 90s. Amidst the grime, the city acknowledged
the area’s historical significance and it was thus
named the Arts District.
Slowly at first, the hive began to hum again.

A hotel, a storefront, a restaurant and now, a swarm.
Within a ten-minute walk from Union Station, the
magnificent relics of the past juxtaposed against
sleek steel and concrete infill construction exhibit
the respect to detail the neighborhood holds. The
meticulously-preserved Santa Fe Freight Depot has
been home to Sci-Arc, an internationally renowned
architecture school, since 2001. A short trek under
the 4th Street Bridge welcomes you into Hollywood’s
ultimate façade; actors and film crews building sets
and filming scenes as construction continues around
them.
One of the buildings that is currently being
refreshed and revived is over 100 years old. The
thirty-three-thousand square foot conglomerate

of concrete and steel at 1325 Palmetto Street
prominently displays classic icons of the French
urban street artist, Space Invader. The artist donned
the façade with four ceramic mosaic ghosts above
the main entrance. Originally built as a produce
distribution facility, it is now the address for a
growing workforce that is completely independent
of physical resources - all except technology.
Union Cowork signed a lease for the building
and is planning to develop oﬃce space, shared work
space, filming studios and a number of micro-retail
units. As a California-centric and neighborhoodcentric company, the decision to select the Arts
District as the home for their newest location was an
easy one.
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Los Angeles is a thriving
metropolis with some of the
most diversely educated
humans on the planet.
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[Humans] are relationship driven, convenience driven
and have this innate want to be close to home.
“Los Angeles is a thriving metropolis with
some of the most diversely educated humans on
the planet,” Founder and CEO, Jamie Miller said.
“The Palmetto (Arts District) building is a ten-minute
walk to Union Station and is a walkable, bike-friendly
location for tens of thousands of people who want
to live near where they work. The days of driving to
destination-centric workspace is over.” The newest
space in LA will be the company’s 7th, with a goal
of building 50 communities within the state of
California.
“[Humans]
are
relationship
driven,
convenience driven and have this innate want to
be close to home,” Jamie said. “Even more so in
Los Angeles; technology has now provided the
fundamental confidence necessary for this to
be reality. I’m really excited to see hundreds
of local people developing themselves in this
space soon.” As for the building, Jamie also
mentioned it being a ‘no brainer.’ “1325
Palmetto is a historic concrete structure
that pays homage to productivity
and human capital, in and of itself. I
can’t imagine a better building or
neighborhood to base our Los
Angeles growth from.”
If there is a symbiotic
relationship between a building
and its function, there could
not be a more exciting way
to see this developed as
an adaptive re-use of
space. It is also evident
there couldn’t be a
better match for
Union Cowork and
the Arts District
during this time
of change.
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WEED-CONOMY:

Nipped in the bud

Miss Mary Jane, the reefer, the devil’s lettuce or, as the legislation-wielding
folk prefer it, cannabis — it’s legal. Now, in a puﬀ of the law-maker’s smoke,
the over-the-counter medical treatments, as well as the under-the-table
recreational usage exist side by side. So, what is really changing?
by Allie Williams
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Some fear that the recent legalization of
recreational marijuana will increase the presence
of smoke in the midst of a largely smoke-free,
health-conscious city. While the fear is valid, retail
shops carry a variety of popular edible and topical
alternatives. Santa Barbara oﬃcially sanctioned
three businesses in the area that sell these new
products as well as the plant itself: Coastal
Dispensary, Farmacy SB, and Golden State Greens.
The establishments provide a vast inventory
of products ranging from cannabis-infused edibles,
extracts and oils to infused beverages like tea,
coﬀee and soda. They even sell ingestible capsules
containing cannabis, for those who prefer their
“medicinals” in pill form.
Cannabis contains two main elements

(Cannabidiol
and
Tetrahydrocannabinol,
respectively known as CBD and THC) that introduce
two very diﬀerent eﬀects to the consumer. CBD
is known for its calming properties and is not
responsible for psychotropic results. THC on the
other hand, is guilty as charged. Both CBD and THC
are naturally occurring elements in cannabis. The
levels, and thus eﬀects, of these elements depend
on their origin: Indica plants, Sativa plants or a
hybrid strain of the two.
Before storefront approval is granted, there
are over 20 diﬀerent categories of license types that
must be processed through the cultivation-to-retail
procedure. Once approved, California will enforce
three separate taxes for the sale of cannabis and its
products: $9.25/oz. weight tax, 15% excise tax and
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7.25% sales tax. These taxes are estimated to bring in
over $600 million per year in revenue for California.
Let’s be honest, the reefer’s been lit for
decades. Lawmakers are choosing to defuse the
smoke, rather than prune the weed, through a
strategic compromise that will, in theory, improve
the state’s economic health. And for those who fear
it, the move may even reduce the potential exposure
to secondhand high. So, what’s really changing? Well,
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your dealer’s not making as much as he used to,
but you may see an increase on your tax refund...

These taxes are estimated to bring
in over $600 million per year in
revenue for California.
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With Angel Investing in SoCal,

It Could Happen
By Erin Erickson

“It must do something faster, cheaper or more accurately
by at least 10%. If it doesn’t, it’s not an investment.” Those
are wise words from Tech Coast Angels (TCA) Chairman
Emeritus, Richard Sudek. With a lifelong entrepreneurial
drive and a track record of successful exits, an aspiring
entrepreneur would do well to heed his advice.
Richard also resides as Chief Innovation Oﬃcer
and Executive Director of UC Irvine (UCI) Applied
Innovation where he is able to share his expertise
with entrepreneurs and inventors and bridge the
gap between seasoned executives and eager
beginners. To Richard, his position is not a job, it’s a
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passion. “It’s really a give back. As an entrepreneur,
I’ve made basically every mistake in the book in
small business,” Richard remarked. “If you’re an
entrepreneur, you’re going to make mistakes, but
taking advantage of such valuable resources, like
the ones at UCI Applied Innovation, will really help

stimulate the entrepreneurial ecosystem.”
Since its inception in 1997, TCA has invested over
$213 million into over 375 companies. The nonprofit
calls Orange County home, located within The Cove
at UCI Applied Innovation and with a membership
350 strong and growing, they span into 5 chapters.
Next to choosing specific investments, TCA members
have an option to invest in the organization’s “ACE
Fund.” The fund consolidates members’ smaller
investments to allocate toward multiple startups.
This accelerates the time of investment for the
entrepreneur and allows members to diversify their
portfolios.
One of the crucial steps for entrepreneurs
to secure funding through Tech Coast Angels is to
pass the application stage and move onto a formal
pitch stage occurring monthly. This year, TCA has
teamed up with San Diego Venture Group and Cox
Business to host the largest annual Quick Pitch
competition to date. Each group had previously
hosted their respective pitch competitions in San
Diego and realized the benefits of teaming up. “For
entrepreneurs, there is only one application to fill
out, the prize money is pooled and they only have

to focus on one large event rather than three small
events,” TCA Executive Director, Ashok Kamal said.
The organizations share the spirit of
collaboration in trying to make the entrepreneurial
ecosystem in San Diego better for everyone. “Cox
Business is more than just internet and phone. They
are a diversified entrepreneurial company that is
supporting innovation just like a startup,” Ashok said.
Together, TCA, San Diego Venture Group and Cox
Business are bringing more than just money to the
table. They are providing opportunity for individuals
to share their dreams in innovation and to learn from
the best along the way.
For aspiring entrepreneurs entering the pitch
stage, know this: “The angel stage of investment is
often a diﬃcult stage of investment for entrepreneurs
as the early stages are the hardest to get,” Richard
said. His final piece of advice was to remind the
entrepreneur that “an investor pitch is not a sales
pitch.” Sure, you have to provide background on the
product or service, but your potential investors are
not your consumers. What’s in it for them?
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A PICTURE that
CHANGED POLICY
By Erin Erickson

In today’s crowded digital marketplace, innovation is needed to help ensure
good ideas win. LGND is striving to do just that. With an elite team of world
class communication, design, and technology experts, LGND is working to
transform the way we consume information on a national scale.
The founders Mike Aleo and Matt Lockwood are
hyper-qualified. Mike was the Art Director for the
Obama Administration and Matt was Chief of Staﬀ
for Google Maps and Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s
speechwriter. In partnership with Patrick Sims of
Hamilton Place Strategies and Andrew Dolan of
DC-based incubator called 1776, they combined
their respective backgrounds in policy, design,
communication and technology to form an agency
that is able to translate complex issues and ideas
into stories that resonate across a broad spectrum
of audiences.
The project that brought the team together
was the Distressed Communities Index (DCI)—a
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geographic representation of communities left
behind in the economic recovery. The DCI used
data analysis, mapping technology and interactive
visualization to help people understand and compare
the health of communities around the country based
on a set of economic metrics.
A viral response to the tool and its insights—
including a feature on the front page of the New
York Times and over a thousand articles around
the country—was critical in building the legislative
momentum and pressure that resulted in the passage
of the Investing in Opportunity Act as a part of 2017’s
broader tax reform package. The legislation gives
those same distressed communities visualized in the
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DCI a mechanism for attracting private investment
needed to spur economic vitality and growth across
the country.
Following the success of the DCI, the LGND
founders knew they had something special. So, in
order to scale their vision, they began recruiting
strategic partners. Impact Hub’s own Mary Spacapan
was quickly enlisted to oversee the creative team—
working with Mike to design and implement the
firm’s creative vision and strategy.
While many agency teams working on
national policy are based exclusively in Washington,
D.C., LGND has developed a model that enables
them to leverage the strategic and creative talents
of experts across the country—Mary directs the
creative team from her HQ in Santa Barbara,
California. “Working remotely allows me to leverage
my experiences to tell the stories of people in
communities around the world and to inspire
meaningful connections between people and
policy,” Mary said.
This innovative approach has enabled Mary
and the rest of the LGND team across the country

to work on projects with massive national reach and
scale. The company’s work has been featured in Times
Square through the project they created for the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce Foundation’s project, Food
Truck Nation; they’ve helped synthesize and bring to
life data and recommendations on the nation’s opioid
epidemic for the National Academies of Sciences;
they were honored with the task of creating the
keynote speech and accompanying visuals for the
opening of the PeaceTech Lab Summit at the US
Institute of Peace; and they stand as the agency of
record for Aireon, the world’s first satellite-based air
traﬃc control system, which as it happens, launches
some of their satellites via SpaceX rockets at nearby
Vandenberg.
The company continues to push forward
with fierce momentum and an emphasis on creating
a welcoming, collaborative experience. Mary noted,
“There are very few organizations that amplify the
voice of their employees. LGND is the platform for
our individual dreams. It allows each of our hearts to
have a seat at the national table.”
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Who you are is just
as important as
what you produce.
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IT BEGINS with
SELF DISCOVERY
By Erin Erickson

At first you may not think a historian of 19th and 20th century political economy
and culture should have anything to do with educating students in social impact—
when in fact, she couldn’t be more perfectly positioned to do so.
During her time teaching at UCSB, Rachel
Winslow noticed, “Students were much more
engaged if they could get their hands dirty with
sources.” That’s when she began to question the
traditional approach to education. Would students
still be motivated to succeed without a lecturebased teaching style, formal tests and a rigid grading
scale?
Through collaboration with key players in
Santa Barbara and leaders at Westmont, Rachel has
successfully created and launched an oﬀ-campus
program in social change: the Center for Social
Entrepreneurship. Students apply for the semesterlong program located at Westmont Downtown and
once accepted are required to live oﬀ campus, work
a 20 hour per week internship and attend a core
seminar with project-based work. It has become a
lesson in experiential learning, self discovery, failing
forward and exploring what it means to be a part of
something bigger than yourself.
It begins with self discovery because, “you
won’t know what change you will be able to make
in the world until you know who you are,” Rachel
said. Students begin the semester with a personal
portfolio project where they are prompted to
grapple with intense, introspective questions that
they are challenged to answer and then present in a
creative way. Simultaneously, students spend a lot of
time working in teams so they understand the ways
they work with other people in high stakes and low
stakes environments.
The natural progression Rachel has sewn
into the curriculum guides students through

practical experiences that they can apply to any
community they encounter. She refers to the model
for the program as “generous creativity,” which can
be broken into three components: relying on one
another, knowing the process is imperfect and
thirdly, that it’s also ultimately redemptive. “It’s worth
it to deal with the imperfection because it means
that things will get fixed,” Rachel said.
Students are required to engage in the
community through their internships and are
specifically tasked with other community challenges
throughout the second half of the semester.
Organizations approach Rachel with a systemic
problem and the cohorts compete in friendly
opposition to solve the problem in a practical and
innovative way. “I want Westmont to no longer be
viewed as the college on the hill, but the college on
the ground in Santa Barbara,” Rachel said.
The students’ final task is “The Big Idea
Project.” The prompt is simple: identify a problem
in a community and solve it—and the solutions they
come up with demonstrate collaboration and selfawareness. One group built a platform for people
with siblings with autism, another proposed a
community-supported soccer stadium at Ortega
Park and one student called on local junior high
talent to create wooden lap desks for kids in foster
care.
“Who you are is just as important as what
you produce,” Rachel said. The Center for Social
Entrepreneurship continues to eﬀectively cultivate a
community of self-aware and community-observant
individuals with a mindset for purposeful change.
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LOCALLY OWNED | GLOBALLY CONNECTED

Whether it’s on the coast or in the valley,
there’s a place for you here.

WE’LL HELP YOU FIND IT.

Exclusive affiliate of

VIL L AG ES I T E.CO M
All information provided is deemed reliable, but has not been verified and we do not guarantee it. We recommend that buyers make their own inquiries.
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A Lucky Find
“It’s a big risk to send all these people to sleep in tents in the forest,”
CEO, Nick Ovanessoﬀ said. Their risk is their secret sauce.
Corporate group travel erupted long before Y2K and has been
begging for an update. A Lucky Find Hospitality Management
stepped onto the scene to press reset on the industry standard.
By Erin Erickson
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When teleconferencing began to blip across
the radar, there was a downturn in corporate travel and
the work-from-home model was widely adopted. Nick
recalled a resurgence when companies realized the
benefits of having the team in one place. “You can’t foster
corporate culture while everyone is working from home,”
he said. A Lucky Find is supplying the desire, while the
demand steadily increases.
It is “an immersive travel experience,” an
accommodation that is more than a room and a
continental breakfast. “There is a study we’ve read and
collaborated on that shows when you tie in a multisensory experience, your memories make deeper
synapse grooves in your brain,” Nick said. Imagine sitting
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in on a sales training in a windowless conference room
in Tucson. Now imagine the same meeting, but in the
redwood forest - lounging outside, unplugged, yet more
connected than ever before. You’ll remember the smell,
the sounds, the feel of the crisp forest air. It is those
notions that will trigger your lasting recall.
Often times, converting a platinum Marriott
member to a believer in immersive group travel proves
simpler than convincing the hospitality industry to tip toe
into the age of technology. “It’s a slow moving industry,”
Nick said. Hospitality veterans hold the “if it ain’t broke,
don’t fix it” mentality, when the next generation rebuts,
“it may not be broken, but there’s always room for an
upgrade.” Nick’s stint in the tech sphere gave him the

confidence to explore the automation tools that give
the company its eﬃcient edge.
The travelers are not the only ones finding
luck in this endeavor. A Lucky Find provides fullservice hotel management to the unique properties
they partner with, but scrap the fixed costs and
operate oﬀ a premium commission model, which
creates a mutually invested partnership. “If they’re
not making money, we’re not making money,” Nick
said in regards to their accommodation partners.
That certainly doesn’t seem to be a problem for
the company as each prospective property goes
through a robust vetting process. Nick and his team
are forced to pack their bags, fly to a slice of paradise

and make sure the high touch experience is up to
snuﬀ.
“There is so much about this job to love,”
Nick said. “Working with good friends and meeting
incredible people from around the world is great, but
leaving the oﬃce to go enjoy dinner with colleagues
only further confirms we’re doing what we love.”

We can help you establish a company
culture that is in alignment with what
you want your company to be.
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Cracking the Code
IN SAN DIEGO
By Erin Erickson

There was a time a single computer used to occupy an entire room,
a time soon after that where the uneven, piercing tones of dial-up were
an optimistic tune; and now we’re inventing new languages and teaching
machines how to learn. It goes without saying that the demand for skilled
programmers is higher than ever. Fortunately, there is one company making
programming education more accessible for everyone.

LEARN Academy was the first coding
school in San Diego. They oﬀer an intensive threemonth bootcamp with a guaranteed one-month
internship to give students the practical experience
they need to score a job. “I want to make sure that
they succeed and that I do everything that I can to
help them. In addition, I want them to know that
they’re coming into a community,” CEO, Chelsea
Kaufman said.
Chelsea comes from a background in
nonprofits and building education programs for
various organizations, while her husband and cofounder, Rob brings in over 20 years of programming
experience. “This was the perfect mashup of our
skills. We’re one of those couples who always knew
we were going to be in business together and we
were just waiting for the right opportunity,” Chelsea
said.
Next to their three core oﬀerings at the
beginner level, committed bootcamp and higher
education, LEARN Academy has a second mission,
focused on reaching the communities that wouldn’t
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otherwise see programming as a feasible option.
“We want to be able to go into more underserved
populations and show them that this is a new
opportunity for them - that four months is much
diﬀerent than two or four years,” Chelsea said.
Surprisingly, the average student at LEARN
is between the ages of 25 and 35, college-educated
and has experienced the workforce. “Often times
they aren’t doing what they wanted or aren’t in
a career. They come here to shift from working
jobs to committing to a career,” Chelsea said.
LEARN Academy is on par with the cutting edge in
curriculum and technique. “Our teachers are really
good at recognizing the group that’s in front of them
and shaping the curriculum that they need,” Chelsea
said.
LEARN Academy understands programming
is not for everyone, but they provide individuals
with the tools to test the waters. A career in
programming requires commitment and dedication,
but a willingness to branch out is the first step in the
process.

They’re getting that first line on their
resume, which when you’re moving into a
new industry is the hardest thing to do…
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Safe

HAVEN
By Elise Kimball

Together, Stephanie Pollaro and Wendy Dailey founded International
Sanctuary, a non-profit that has now helped more than 300 women
to heal, learn life skills and earn an income after human traﬃcking.
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In International Sanctuary programs, women
are not only provided materials and a salary to make
jewelry, but upward mobility in the company, the
opportunity to attend an academy – as the majority
of the women have a 3rd grade education at most
– as well as group and individual counseling and
healthcare. Some women choose to remain with the
company long term, while others move onto other
jobs. One Indian woman from the program is now in
her third year of law school.
Stephanie felt called to move to India and
help women rescued from human traﬃcking. While
there, she realized the missing link in their recovery
was employment. Without a steady job, how can a
person survive?
Stephanie started teaching a few of the
women how to make jewelry. She knew, if she could
spread these women’s stories in the states and sell
their jewelry, the women could earn enough to
achieve their immediate goals: make a living and
stay out of the sex trade. With this, International
Sanctuary was born.

Wendy volunteered to be the sales front
in the US. She drove store to store, church to
church, and sold the jewelry out of her car. Today,
International Sanctuary has locations in India,
Uganda, Mexico, and Orange County.
Stephanie and Wendy keep their mission in
mind as they adapt each sanctuary to its location.
For instance, the Sanctuary in Orange County
focuses on skills training that will help individuals
find employment in California. Many are startled by
fact that traﬃcking goes on right under our noses.
Head of Strategic Partnerships, Michelle Bridgeman
said, “[Human traﬃcking] is not just overseas. Once
we become aware, it’s easier to see when things
aren’t right.”
So what can you, the consumer, do?
“Your purchases matter. Be conscious about your
purchasing behavior. Know where your money is
going.” Their goal is to have ten locations by 2020.
Christmas gifts, anyone?
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COWORKING
Corgan’s expertise in office space and amenities that fuel and engage the user makes them a leader in
coworking design. Their focus encourages collaboration, creativity, openness and healthy lifestyles.
These workplace trends aren’t just reserved for mega-corporations, but apply to a variety of individuals
such as entrepreneurs, consultants, freelancers, and start-ups in the coworking community.

COMMUNITY

WELLNESS

OPPORTUNITY

A successful coworking community creates
opportunities for casual encounters and provides
support and inclusiveness.

By placing people at the heart of design, you can
add meaningful value and enhance the human
experience, health, and well-being.

Engaging with other professionals, sharing what
you do, and bouncing ideas and strategies off
each other is one of the many advantages the right
coworking space offers.

ARCHITECTURE

|

INTERIOR DESIGN

|

@CORGANINC

Create.
Launch.
Exhibit.
Sell.
From inception to IPO, take the
uncertainty out of the commercial
printing process.
• Marketing Collateral
• Trade Show & Expo Materials
• Direct Mail
• Product Packaging

GET 10% OFF
YOUR FIRST ORDER
Email us at sales@printv3.com
and mention the code: IMPACT
Oﬀer valid until December 31, 2018
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2017 Bank of the Year - Western Independent Bankers
A Top Mortgage Lender 2017 - Santa Barbara Independent

Personal. Business. Nonprofit. Wealth.

montecito.bank

$7.99 US
$10.51 CAN

IT ALL
STARTS WITH
A CONNECTION.
That’s when everything changes. When your idea becomes even bigger
because you meet someone who can help make it stronger. Before, it
was just a sketch on a napkin. Now it’s a startup. We want to be part
of it, with personalized communication solutions designed to help
startups make the connections that can make all the difference.
Because connections change everything.
Start here: coxblue.com/connections
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